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The resistance factor of 0.21 makes it properly slippery. Lucid Motor Air is one of the competitors of the Tesla Model S that we really have our eyes on closely. The company has made many bold statements, including that it hopes to have the 1,800-horsepower all-electric car on the market in the near future. While it's an exciting prospect, almost production-ready air lacks power
either. It's not all about power either, and the stunning new model to be built in Arizona promises a 400-mile range too, and in maximum luxury. These looks actually help the range because they are perfectly sculpted to minimize resistance. This has now been confirmed by a proven resistance factor figure of just 0.21, 0.03 better than the Model S and 0.04 better than the Porsche
Taycan. Lucid Motors Lucid Air Lucid Motors Lucid Motors claims that good aerodynamic efficiency was part of the foundation phase of air design, and it is a good position to take. When Bugatti decided to beat the veyron's top speed with Veyron Super Sport, it took much more than just raw power to achieve the company's goals, and aerodynamics were crucial to achieving. We
don't need to outline how important this can be in maximizing the range on an electric vehicle too. According to Lucid, much of the car's design is based on lessons learned in Formula One, so we can expect the car to be stable rather than just slippery. The city's best driving cars in the 2020 Best Blacked Out Editions at 2020 Lucid Motors Lucid Motors in Concord Windshire, North
Carolina Wind Tunnel, Lucid Air was subjected to wind speeds of up to 180 mph. 5100-horsepower engine shoved 47,500 cubic feet of air per second through the tunnel. Lucid also took the opportunity to reveal that the Lucid Air prototype had reached a confirmed GPS top speed of 235 mph and plans to do even more high-speed testing over the summer. With such impressive
aerodynamic numbers, such high power and such impressive speeds, Air is on track to completely derail Tesla's claim of dominance in the electric car market. Here's hoping that even more achievements come from this healthy competition. Lucid Motors Lucid Motors Lucid Motors One thing that Elon Musk emphasized about Cybertruck during its unveiling is that its design is more
than just aesthetics. We already know the thick, angular steel plate makes for a stronger frame and theoretically lower build cost, but this probably has another advantage too: aerodynamics. The faster the car drives, the more it has to fight to drag - essentially the air pushing back to the moving object. In general, the lower the resistance ratio means, the easier it is for him to cut
the air, and the better his mileage (everything else anyway). While some are concerned cybertruck's angular design will hinder its aerodynamics, the car seems to compare favorably with Trucks. YouTube channel Boats and Engines put cybertruck aerodynamics to the test using computational fluid dynamics software to simulate the performance of the vehicle. It's basically an
aerodynamic pipe simulator. He found that while there is a bit of resistance to adding at the very peak of the vehicle, it is a commonly surprisingly effective design. The flat front of the vehicle actually appears to be running like an air cutter, smoothly redirecting the airflow. The fact the truck comes with an integrated, hard bed cover won't hurt. Last week, aerospace engineer Justin
Martin also modeled Cybertruck aerodynamics and came to similar conclusions. View this post on Instagram Well, no one did it the way I did. Here are the most #CyberTruck CFDs. Which intrigues me how well it works. While it can happen that aero turns out pretty well, I believe it was actually the result of a very clever design. The ease of making flat panels, significant use of
triangulation body parts, etc. I won't quote the resistance ratio as I don't want to put words in anyone's mouth, but I'll place the money on it much lower than most sports cars (due to reduced strength) and almost any (1/2 ton) truck period. Also, I find that the vortex shed over the walls of the bed helps to act to seal the bed when the lid is open. I haven't washed the open bed yet,
but it seems promising. Also, it seems the front end is designed to be almost completely empty/shield wheel well.... The cad file is dimensionally correct, all angles and curves as close as possible. There are some uncertainties such as wings and wheel well exhaust etc. Finally, at 65mph local speed above the roof peak is 88mph. Is this the ultimate Elon Easter egg? @tesla #Tesla
#TeslaTruck #CFD @elon Message shared by Justin Martin (@justinwmartin14) on November 23, 2019 at 11:24am PST Boats and Engines acknowledges that its software and model are not accurate enough to estimate the vehicle's drag ratio with complete accuracy, but its results nonetheless suggest that some concerns about Cybertruck's flat design are unfounded. More
revealing is the comparison of Cybertruck with two existing vehicles, the Ford F150 and the Dodge Ram 1500. Boats and engines reached a resistance-efficient 0.39 at 60 mph for Cybertruck, compared to 0.59 for the F150 and 0.56 for the Ram 1500. Keep in mind, they are different from official statistics. Dodge claims that the Ram 1500 resistance ratio is just 0.36 on its 4 x2
quad cabin model, which its the most slippery truck on the market. While Tesla has not yet provided an official resistance value, Elon Musk said that with extreme efforts, Cybertruck could hit a resistance ratio of 0.30, which would be insane for a truck. With extreme efforts, Cybertruck can hit a 0.30 resistance ratio, which would be insane for a truck. Requires setting up many small
small - Elon Musk (@elonmusk) December 1, 2019 By comparison, the Tesla Model 3, one of the most slippery cars out there, has a resistance ratio of just 0.23. Of course, as long as the vehicle actually hits the road, it's all speculation. Cybertruck currently does not have side mirrors, for example, and it is possible its design may need to be slightly modified in order to meet safety
standards (these angular panels do not look great for pedestrian exposure). It's also worth acknowledging that efficiency is likely to be a bigger deal for Cybetruck owners who have to worry about range during long trips and/or heavy traffic, while ordinary truck owners can always stop at the nearest gas station. Finally, efficient dragging is not all, and other aspects will affect the
efficiency of the vehicle. However, the data so far suggest that the Form Cybertruck follows the function; It cuts through the air more easily than its square design, perhaps you believe. For more gear, gadget, and hardware news and reviews, follow Connected on Twitter and Flipboard. Published December 2, 2019 - 5:25PM UTC LiveAbout uses cookies to provide you with a great
user experience. Using LiveAbout, you accept our use of cookies. Our product selections have been verified by editors and approved by experts. We can earn commissions on links on our website. Reducing suspension to improve aerodynamics. August 10, 2010 Video box can take a few minutes to download ... This content is created and supported by a third party and is
imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Advertising - Continue reading below JASON SCHNEIDER/Road - Track I've always wanted to be a racer. I've heard this comment more times than I raced the car myself, usually from the person sitting next to me on the plane,
after they found out what I was doing for a living. And every time, the first thing in my head: No, you don't. (I'm not really saying I try to be polite.) You see, if they really wanted to be a racer, they'd be one of them. But they didn't want it bad enough. The race, at any level, requires sacrifice and commitment. This story originally appeared in the February 2020 issue of the road and
Track.A friend recently noted that he could be a good club racer, but don't want it bad enough. Let's hear it for honesty! Racing is more accessible than many sports. If you're five to eight and 150 pounds, I don't care how much you want to play in the NFL, you, not going to do it. But almost everyone can physically drive a race car. What distinguishes those who do it from those who
do not? Desire. Obligations. Discipline. Victim. Hard work. Another word: you want to. This year we had two major films featuring motor racing: The Art of Racing in the Rain and Ferrari. There's one common theme: Danny Swift and Carroll Shelby wanted it, and bad. The driver or team owner, each of them has donated a lot. And it's the same in real life. People say it just requires
money. If so, why are there so many drivers at the top who did it without a silver spoon? Lewis Hamilton is not from a wealthy family. So is Scott Dixon. I used to have a real job. My day gig now includes racing cars and lots of interesting travel. It's hard work, but it's different. My old job was a means to go, a way to pay for what I really wanted. I heard about a woman from a wealthy
family who sponsored some drivers in the Formula Atlantic series, so I knew I needed to meet her. I jumped into the car on Friday after work and drove 13 hours to Sonoma Raceway (it was called Sears Point then), arriving early saturday morning. After refreshing up as much as I could, I searched the paddock for my goal and found it just after noon. My initial contact was
rewarded with an invitation to sit down the next morning to talk. I positioned my car in the back corner of the parking lot so that I could sleep that night in as much comfort as possible. After a 20-minute conversation the next morning that eventually led to nowhere (but fueled some of my hopes), I watched the Formula Atlantic race (one I wanted to be in). Then I drove 13 hours
north so I could shower and get back to work on Monday morning. While it was far from the biggest sacrifice I've made in my career, I don't know a driver who doesn't have dozens of stories like him. Homes, marriages, careers and bank accounts are common victims. The editor of this magazine as a whole, Sam Smith, recently told me that when he was younger, he sold his sofa
to pay for more racing tires. Sleeping and sitting on furniture are low priorities in the life of the racer. The best drivers at all levels have one thing in common: they are a cross between stupidly optimistic and actively pessimistic. It's the silly optimism that evokes the commitment, and the active pessimism that gets them off the couch and doing what it takes-honing its craft on a daily
basis, whether in the car or in the gym, preparing mentally, understanding the technical nuances, or working the business end of the sport. Like any great master, the product is never good enough. This last lap could have been even better, I could have trained a little harder, I could have committed a little more, I was never quite satisfied. If you don't want to do what it takes to
achieve fame, that's fine. There's nothing wrong with admitting it. But don't be fooled into thinking that you can pursue a dream without commitment. If you want to be a professional driver Just drive the car on track day, don't just say you want it. Do it. Bonus? When we're on the run with each other on the plane someday, the conversation will be much more fun. Ross Bentley is the
author of the series of books Speed Secrets, former indyCar shoes and chief sage R'T. He lives in Washington state. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io aerodynamics race cars pdf. ground effect
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